
AF700
The AF700 is all about flame, fit, flexibility and extreme 

functionality; the redefined retrofit gas fire.

The clean detailing and generous glass 

display grants maximum flame with 

minimum frame. As the fireplace with the 

largest viewable glass in its category, the 

AF700 makes a strong visual statement with 

up to 2x more viewable glass than 

similar-sized competitor products.

The AF700 only needs a bare minimum 

cavity space of 555mm high by 695mm 

wide and 400mm deep making it the 

perfect replacement for an old radiant space 

heater or an open-fronted fireplace that is 

built into a chimney cavity. This fireplace is 

easily retrofitted into a masonry cavity or a 

false chimney cavity and its refined styling 

even blends into the more traditional 

looking homes. 

The AF700 is also a great addition to a new 

build home and can be easily built into a 

clean timber wall. The Zero Clearance rating 

allows this fireplace to be installed without 

fireproof wall linings and below a television.

Wireless, thermostatic remote control 

comes standard with this fireplace. This 

functionality efficiently maintains the room 

at just the right temperature. Escea’s Smart 

Heat can talk to most home automation 

systems and allows you to operate your 

fireplace from anywhere, anytime via the 

web or a Smartphone app. 

The Direct Vent flue system adds value once 

more to the AF700. With the Direct Vent 

flue, not one bit of room air is used for 

combustion. Instead, the AF700 draws cold 

air from outside for combustion and then 

expels the exhausted air back outside via 

the flue. This means no more installation or 

running issues because of airtight new 

homes and the air from a living space stays 

in the living space.

www.escea.com

Largest viewable glass in 
its category.

You see the max amount of flame 

for the min amount of frame.

Wireless remote control 
included at no extra cost.

Efficiently maintain your room at 

just the right temperature.

Smartphone control 
technology.

Operate your fireplace anytime, 

anywhere.



FASCIA OPTIONS: Black or Silver

FASCIA SIZE: 714mm W x 590mm H 

HEAT OUTPUT: 5.6 kW

ENERGY INPUT: 25 MJ/hr
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DIRECT VENT FLUE

SMARTPHONE APP

ZERO CLEARANCE

AF700

STAR RATING: 3.8

For further technical info, dimensions, 
and specifications, visit the technical 
section of www.escea.com

LARGEST VIEWABLE
GLASS IN CATEGORY

DESIGNED TO FIT IN
MOST BRICK CHIMNEYS


